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Mahershala Ali ‘96 wins big at Academy Awards

“Moonlight” star makes Gaels proud with Best Supporting Actor win

What’s Inside
NEWS
CAMPUS SNAPSHOTS
Check out the students who partook
in Saturday of Service and visited
SMCMOA’s new art exhibit.
PAGE 2

MARCH 4 TRUMP DEMONSTRATION
The event held in Berkeley resulted
in violence, including fist-fights
and pepper spray. PAGE 3
CULTURE

MAHERSHALA ALI ‘96, who recently won an Oscar for Best Supporting Actor, gave the Commencement Speech for Saint Mary’s graduating class of 2016 . (Courtesy of College Communications)

BY KIMBERLY PASCHAL
SPORTS EDITOR
When professor Rebecca Engle was invited to be a guest director for the spring
show, “The Imaginary Invalid by Molière,”
at Saint Mary’s in the 1980s, she could
not have predicted the immense impact
she would have on the community. One
student in particular, Mahershala Ali, is
someone she would have never expected
to meet, let alone have made such an impression on.
When Ali committed to Saint Mary’s
College in 1992, his intent was not to find
a passion in acting. In a 2012 interview,
he said, “In a nutshell, I came to [Saint
Mary’s] wanting the fullest experience as
a student-athlete, and left wanting to experience life as an artist and well-rounded
person.” Ali has gone on to be nationally
recognized at the Oscars, Screen Actors
Guild (SAG) Awards, African-American
Film Critics Association, NAACP Image
Award, and many more.
Professor Engle first encountered Ali
during a panel where students in the
High Potential Program discussed the
challenges they faced as first-generation
students, students from a low-income
family, or both. After listening to Ali,
Engle immediately noticed Ali’s maturity,
eloquence, wisdom, and honesty about his

life experiences.
Soon enough Engle invited Ali to play a
small part in a play she was directing. Ali
accepted the invitation his sophomore
year, and two years later he was cast in the
spring production of “Spunk” by George
C. Wolfe, which Ali credits as his “fondest
memory in his time at [Saint Mary’s].”
In an interview with East Bay Times,
Ali commented on his role in the play saying, “Standing room only. It was a brave
undertaking to give me the part, because
for the first time in the theatrical history
of the school they produced a black play. I
had the time of my life.”
“Spunk” is an adaptation of three stories
by the famous Black author Zora Neale
Hurston set in 1930s Harlem. In one of the
stories, Ali plays an abusive husband. Engle
described Ali’s performance as “something
that blew everyone away.” Fans of the
Netflix show Luke Cage may be surprised
to hear Ali played a villain from Harlem
long before he played the suave, terrifying,
“Godfather-type villain” (as described by
Ali) and drug lord Cornell “Cottonmouth”
Stokes.
Ali’s range of characters are a representation of his talents as an actor; from Remy
Danton in “House of Cards”, to Boggs in
“The Hunger Games: Mockingjay Part 1”
and “The Hunger Games: Mockingjay Part
2,” to Jim Johnson in “Hidden Figures,”

and now as Juan in “Moonlight,” Ali has
played a range of characters that has given
him a solid reputation in the acting community. Engle noted, “His role as Juan
in ‘Moonlight’ is probably my favorite so
far, and I enjoyed him as Remy Danton in
House of Cards.” Engle said she will be even
more excited “when he finally has a starring
role and is on-screen the entire movie”.
“Ali’s experiences as an athlete helped
him be a better actor,” said Professor Engle.
She remembers him as a very playful person with a rich laugh, but she noted that Ali
playfulness and ability to have fun comes
from being a “sincerely hard worker.”
In 2016, Ali returned to Saint Mary’s to
give the Commencement Speech. “Collectively we are a people in process. I am more
a work in progress than I am a success,” Ali
stated during the speech back in May 2016.
His road to the spotlight was not overnight;
it was a journey of hard work and dedication for the past 20 years.
“We’re hoping to get him to come back
and do a screening of ‘Moonlight’,” Engle
said. “I think the idea came from him, and if
he wants to make that happen, the students
would be thrilled to welcome him back.”
Engle hopes students will be inspired by
Ali for what he built upon from his experiences at Saint Mary’s. Engle hopes students
can learn from Ali that they should “follow
their hearts.”

Prof. Flanagin talks about relevance of the Bible
BY TERRILYN HO
NEWS EDITOR
As a Catholic institution, Theology and
Religious Studies (TRS) 97: “The Bible and
Its Interpretation” is a mandatory class
for all students at Saint Mary’s. Professor
Zach Flanagin is one of the many instructors teaching TRS 97, along with other
religious courses, and has been doing so
for nearly 13 years. On Wednesday, Mar.
1, Professor Flanagin led a Bible Speaker
Series. The title of the event was “Reading
the Bible with the First Christians” and
the topic focused on how assumptions
construct our perspective of what the
Bible is saying.
The talk started off with Flanagin delving into the concept of essential insight.
According to him, there are three forms of

essential insight. The first is that people
find what they are looking for, the second
is that the questions you ask determines
the answers you get, and the third is that
your assumptions determine your conclusions.
He asserted that “The reason we have
the Bible we have is because the early
Christians read it a particular way.” He
assured people in the audience that
those who are currently struggling with
understanding the Bible should not feel
apologetic and know that they are in good
company because “the fact of struggle the early Christians shared all of that.”
One of the two major assumptions that
early Christians had was that the Bible is
divinely inspired (i.e. comes from God).
More specifically, “It’s a book about God,
but it’s not said to be by God.” The sec-

ond major assumption is that the Bible
is meaningful and relevant to present
readers.
Flanagin brought up the relevance the
Bible has today, with the first big relevance problem being with the ritual laws
in the Torah. For instance, circumcision,
the Sabbath, food laws, and Temple sacrifices. Flanagin explained that there are
two functions for these rituals, the first
being “to maintain proper relationship
with God in covenant” and the second “to
separate Jews from other peoples.” The
problem is that early Christians come to
believe that proper relationship with God
comes through Jesus and that traditional
separations are no longer in force.
Another big relevant problem is that
the Bible is filled with stories about men
see Bible Speaker Series, page 2

MOVIE REVIEW: GET OUT
Jordan Peele interweaves
racial commentary with horror
and comedy to bring a highlyacclaimed film. PAGE 4
FIND OUT HOW TO MAKE
EVA’S ENCHILADAS
This delicious recipe celebrates
Mexican heritage and is quick
and easy to whip up. PAGE 5
OPINION

OSCARS 2017 FIASCO
As the first film to win Best Picture
for exploring queer/gay sexuality
find out why “Moonlight” deserved
to win over “La La Land.”
PAGE 6
SPORTS
WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
BEATS SANTA CLARA
Team wins by 3 points over Santa
Clara and will be coming up
against BYU on Monday. PAGE 7

MEN’S BASKETBALL ACHIEVES
BLOW OUT WIN AGAINST PILOTS
The Gaels smash with a final score of
81-58 after a strong second half. PAGE 8
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Bible Speaker Series: Reading the Bible with the early Christians and the post modernity
Professor Flanagin’s response
to this was that “It’s because
we’re not ancient Christians,
we’re modern people. We’re, in
many ways, on the cusp of viewing the world—something called
post modernity—we’re still very
much children of the enlightenment. They’re all fact fundamentalists—everyone thinks facts are
the most important things—they
either say the bible is true, but often many scientists and atheists
are fact fundamentalists as well.”

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
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and women in ancient Israel.
According to Flanagin, some
are exciting (e.g., Samson killing
1000 men with the jawbone of
a donkey), others are quite dry
(e.g., genealogies, censuses, stories of constructing tavernacle).
But why are any of them relevant
to Christians living centuries
later?”
The issue of relevance can be
resolved when it is connected to
someone or something else one’s
cares about deeply.
For instance, the early Christians cared most about Jesus and
so the Old Testament becomes
relevant when it is connected to
Jesus and the Christian life.
The importance of typology
and allegory was also addressed
in that it was explained that
Christianity maintained continuity with the Jewish tradition

TRS faculty gather together post discussion.

by not interpreting the Old Testament literally, but keeping it
relevant by using symbolism to
interpret the story of Jesus and
the virtues of Christian life.
At the end of the lecture there
was a Q&A session, where mem-

bers of the audience were allowed to express any inquiries or
thoughts. One of the professors
in the audience asked, “If it’s
about relevance, why do we still
have a struggle between faith and
reason?”

For those looking into attending the next Bible Speaker Series,
there will be one held on Tuesday, Mar. 28 with Rabbi Roberto
Graetz on “Modern Judaism and
Human Rights,” and another held
on Monday, Apr. 24 with Russell
Jeung on “Ancestral Choices:
Asian Americans in Trump’s
American Empire.”
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“To act upon one’s convictions while others wait,
To create a positive force in a world
where cynics abound,
To provide information to people when
it wasn’t available before,
To offer those who want it, a choice—”
—Ted Turner

Crime Beat
2/21/17		
10:00 a.m.
Incident: Student Handbook
Violation
Synopsis: Loud and unruly party
in Off Campus Housing; referred
to Community Life
2/24/17		
5:00 p.m.
Incident: Vehicle Damage
Synopsis: Windshield struck by

foul baseball in Library Parking
Lot; referred to Loss Prevention
2/24/47		
5:30 p.m.
Incident: Hit and Run
Synopsis: Non-student drove off
campus in Townhouse Parking
Lot- arrested for DUI Hit and Run;
referred to Moraga Police

2/26/17		
9:15 p.m.
Incident: Medical Incident
Synopsis: Visitor attending baseball game fell in front of Chapel
(near statue) and sustained a laceration near his eye- no transport;
referred to Loss Prevention
2/26/17		
9:15 p.m.
Incident: Student Handbook

Violation
Synopsis: Possession of marijuana
and paraphernalia in Ageno A;
referred to Community life
2/27/17		
4:45 p.m.
Incident: Theft
Synopsis: Missing specialized
bicycle from De La Salle Hall;
referred to Moraga Police
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NEWS
March 4 Trump demonstration sparks violence in Berkeley
BY JACOB TURNROSE
OPINION EDITOR
On Saturday, Mar. 4, scattered
fist fights broke out between
pro-Trump demonstrators and
anti-Trump protesters in Martin Luther King Jr. Civic Center
Park, directly adjacent to Berkeley High School.
The park was a few blocks
west of the UC Berkeley campus, where the scene of rowdy
protests against former Breitbart editor Milo Yiannopoulos
occurred just weeks ago.
The demonstration, called
“ M a r c h 4 T r u m p,” s t a r t e d
a r o u n d 2 : 0 0 p. m . M a r c h 4
Trump was a national event
with local marches taking place
across the country.
Before the march, a crowd had
gathered, dividing itself along
pro-Trump and anti-Trump
lines. Around 3:00 p.m. the
fighting had broken out between
the two groups after various
verbal confrontations.
Punches were thrown and
pepper spray was released, yet
it was unclear who had started
the initial fight.
People on the outskirts of the
fray were seen treating those
who’d been pepper sprayed by
the pro-Trump demonstrators.
After the initial altercations
in the park, the pro-Trump
group attempted to march.
After more clashes in the
middle of a nearby intersection, the pro-Trump supporters,
though diminished in number,
appeared to change their direction and marched towards the
UC Berkeley campus instead.
Following closely behind were
the anti-Trump protesters.
At a certain point, the protesters were among the pro-Trump
supporters. During the march,
both sides engaged in verbal
confrontation, some of which
escalated into physical scuffles.
The march skimmed past the
UC Berkeley campus and then

Campus
Calendar
How to Have Difficult Conversations
Tuesday, March 7
6:00-7:00 p.m.
Filippi Academic Hall 125
Contact Stephanie Shreve
sps5@stmarys-ca.edu
INDIVIDUAL stands between a pro-Trump supporter and an anti-Trump protestor in the midst of the March 4 Trump demonstration. (Courtesy of sfgate.com)

looped back to Martin Luther
King Jr. park.
Among the protesters were
black-clad antifascists, as well
as more casually dressed individuals with signs of more
liberal messaging.

“Ten people were
arrested, including five
for battery, four for
assault with a deadly
weapon...and one for
resisting arrest. Among
the items confiscated
by police were metal
pipes [and] bats...”
A red flag dawning the hammer and sickle was spotted, as
well as a blue flag spelling “IBU
- ILWU,” a labor union which

has a large presence in the Port
of Oakland.
Prominent among the Trump
crowd were American flags,
“Make America Great Again”
flags, as well as a couple black
and yellow anarcho-capitalist
flags.
Throughout the demonstration, Anti-Trump protesters
prided themselves on displaying
these flags, as well as donning
their red “Make America Great
Again” hats, and other proTrump paraphernalia; they took
the ultimate stance by burning
these items during the demonstration.
At one point, a pro-Trump
demonstrator tried extinguishing an inflamed red hat with a
sign, which made the protester
kick the sign out of the person’s
hand, which eventually resulted
in the Trump supporter pulling
a knife on him.
Later, another pro-Trump

Beyond the Bubble
1World Baseball Classic Excites Everyone but US
On Monday, March 6th, the
Fourth Annual World Baseball
Classic will begin in Seoul,
South Korea. The tournament
is a joint venture between Major
League Baseball and it’s Players
Association, and is comprised of
sixteen teams from around the
world. During the first round
of play, games will take place
in Seoul, Tokyo, Miami, and
Jalisco. The Second Round of
play will take place in San Diego
and Tokyo, with the Championship in Los Angeles. Though
this tournament is marketed
as a worldwide event, many big
name players from the US opt
out of representing their country and choose to participate
in Spring Training for their
respective MLB teams instead.
2U.S. Soccer Will Require
All Team Players to Stand for
National Anthem
Former USMNT member Stu-

art Holden tweeted an image of
the US Soccer Federation’s new
written bylaw that requires to
“stand respectfully during the
playing of the national anthems
at any event in which the Federation is represented.” Holden,
who currently serves as an
analyst for Fox Soccer, was made
aware of the new bylaw during
the federation’s general meeting in Hawaii. The new policy
came as the result of USWNT
Megan Rapinoe’s kneeling during the National Anthem on two
separate occasions last year,
once before a Seattle Reign
club match and once before a
National Team friendly against
Thailand. The bylaw itself was
passed on Feb 9th of this year.
3Denmark’s Noma Names
Dishwasher as new Co-Owner
Mr. Ali Sonko started as a
farmer in Gambia and eventually moved to Denmark, where
he worked as a dishwasher in
a Michelin-starred restaurant
called Noma. This ritzy res-

demonstrator tried to retrieve
his stolen, inflamed piece of
paraphernalia and was immediately pepper sprayed by a
protester.
According to Berkeley Police spokesman Officer Byron
White, ten people were arrested,
including five for battery, four
for assault with a deadly weapon
(including one with possession
of a dagger), and one for resisting arrest.
Among the items confiscated
by police were metal pipes, bats,
and pieces of wood.
Counter protesters far outnumbered the pro-Trump demonstrators, a group of about
60-75 according to the San
Francisco Chronicle.
While some demonstrators
were Berkeley natives, as one
man’s sign loudly projected, a
number of them also came from
other areas such as Davis and
the Central Valley.

Because there’s a whole
world out there…

taurant is renowned for its
creative dishes and has placed
four times on San Pellegrino
World’s 50 Best Restaurants
list, which is one of the most
highly-distinguished honors in
the world of cuisine. After working for many decades, Sonko has
made it to the top by becoming
the next co-owner of Noma. In
light of recent tensions with
anti-immigration backlash due
to the work of the far-right Danish People’s Party, Sonko urges
immigrants to make the best of
what they have.
4French Presidential Candidate Marine Le Pen to be
Prosecuted Over 2015 Tweets
European Parliament voted
Thursday, March 2, to lift the
parliamentary immunity of
French Presidential Candidate
Marine Le Pen, the leader of
the far-right National Front.
In 2015, Le Pen posted three
graphic images, including one of
James Foley, an American journalist who was killed in 2014 by

ISIS as a response to members
of the French press likening the
far-right National Front to ISIS.
European Parliament members are granted immunity for
matters regarding freedom of
speech; instead, the waiving of
this immunity leaves Le Pen facing up to three years in prison
for the dissemination of violent
images if she is convicted.
5 New York Governor Pays
Visit to Israel Amidst “Wave
of Anti-Semitism”
Governor Andrew Cuomo
of New York has made an impromptu visit to Israel to talk
to political and business leaders in Jerusalem and promote
economic development. This
move comes at a time where racist acts occurring in the United
States must not be tolerated,
and the trip serves to show Gov.
Cuomo’s solidarity in the matter. This trip is being paid for by
the state of New York, the home
of the largest population of Jewish residents outside of Israel.

Graduate Student Reading Series
Wednesday, March 8
7:45- 8:45 p.m.
Hagerty Lounge
925.631.4762
So You Have A Liberal Arts Education...Now What?
Thursday, March 9
6:00-8:00 p.m.
Hagerty Lounge
X4600
15th Annual Expressions of
Blackness: A Family Reunion
Thursday, March 9
5:30-9:00 p.m.
Soda Activity Center: Moraga Room
X8545
Executive Speaker Series: Bryan
Power
Monday, March 13
6:00-8:30 p.m.
Soda Activity Center: Claeys Lounge
Contact Craig Kaufman
crk2@stmarys-ca.edu
ANITA Speaking Truth to Power
Monday, March 13
6:00-8:00 p.m.
Intercultural Center
Contact Renee Egan
X4706
Staff Council: Meeting
Tuesday, March 14
12:00-1:30 p.m.
Claeys Lounge (Soda Center)
Near Normal Man: a documentary film
Tuesday, March 14
1:00-2:30 p.m.
Soda Activity Center: Moraga Room
Contact Krista Varela
kdv1@stmarys-ca.edu
INVEST: Not in My Backyard:
Environmental Justice Tier 1
Tuesday, March 14
6:00-8:00 p.m.
Delphine Hall

The Campus Calendar column
is a service highlighting major
events of the week. To include
your event, email details to
staff@stmaryscollegian.com.
Due to space limitations,
we cannot list individual
club meetings.
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CULTURE
Jordan Peele’s “Get Out” receives rave reviews 2017 Oscars
was a night
to remember

BY CAMILLA MARAIS
CULTURE EDITOR
We are almost three months
into 2017, and the horror genre is
making itself known. “Split,” “Cure
for Wellness,” and “Rings” have all
graced our local theaters, scaring
and intriguing audiences equally.
For many that I know, horror is a
genre that draws audience more for
how it makes them, feel rather than
to artistically appreciate the films.
Those labelled as “scary movies”
rarely find themselves nominated
for the Academy Awards, Golden
Globes, or have more than one or
two stars on Netflix.
This is where “Get Out” comes in.
Not only is the thriller the brainchild
of Jordan Peele, but is one of the few
films to score the rare 100 percent
rating on Rotten Tomatoes, an
honor only four other films can attest to –”Things to Come” (L’avenir),
“Tower,” “Only Yesterday,” and “O.J.:
Made in America” (Mashable). The
film semi-debuted at this year’s
Sundance Film Festival. This captured intrigued viewers, hungry
for more than an extended clip of
horror. Personally, I have yet to see
the film. However, I was intrigued to
see what reported elements the film
harnessed to earn such an elusive
rating.
Within the film, Daniel Kaluuya
and Allison WiIliams play an interracial couple, going to visit Williams’
southern white parents for the
weekend. The trailer alludes that
Williams’ town is not what they
seem, harboring sinister motives
for Kaluuya’s visit. The movie seems
to have a simple enough plot which
leads me to wonder what makes it so
well-executed? “It just seemed to be
a very taboo piece of the discussion
to talk about something so horrific
as racism in any type of genre other
than a film about slavery or something,” Peele told USA Today. Rolling Stone’s Peter Travers agrees, and
praises Peele’s mastery in “Get Out,”

BY NATASHA YERRAMILLI
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

JORDAN PEELE’S “GET OUT” proves to be a well-executed film and receives high praise from fans and critics all around. (Courtesy of Roger Ebert)

“Not to give anything away, but you
should know that the mixed-race
Peele is having the time of his life
juggling horror and laughs to skewer
of the hypocrisies of race in America.
For a first-time director, working
from his own script, Peele comes
up aces, bringing all the elements of
filmmaking together to raise tension
and awareness.” It is obvious that
Peele has learnt from the greats, as
he reveals his cinematic inspirations
for “Get Out:” “I definitely looked at
‘Rosemary’s Baby’ and ‘The Stepford Wives’ as tonal (inspirations)
for ‘Get Out,’ especially because
as those movies are developing we
reveal more and more about this
sort of awful direction it’s heading.
I love ‘The Shining.’ I think for most
horror fans it’s going to be high on
their list. I love ‘Halloween.’ I love
‘The Birds’ and [Alfred] Hitchcock.”
Where promising-looking horror
films this month, such as Cure for
Wellness, disappointed crowds
across the nation, “Get Out” has
delivered in its script, acting, cin-

ematography, and more.
Variety Publications touches
on an inevitable aspect of the film,
“Clearly, ‘Get Out’ will play very
differently to black and white audiences —and if the film doesn’t rile a
significant contingent of the latter, it
simply isn’t doing its job. But there’s
something telling in the underlying
anxiety that Peele’s script exploits,
from the opening scene (in which an
uneasy black man walking alone in a
predominately white suburb recalls
the fate of Trayvon Martin) to the
last, when the arrival of a police car
suggests a near-certain turn for the
worse.”
Peele explores in a creepy and
exciting way the everyday microaggressions of racism that people of
color face, adding a cinematic richness other thrillers have not been
able to deliver (The Root). The film
is interlaced with several instances
of racism that are prevalent, even
in today’s “progressive” 2017. For
example, within “Get Out”, the
interracial couple has to handle an

encounter with the police (where
they are treated differently based
on their skin color) as well as several
comments from Rose’s dad alluding to “black culture.” Peele is not
afraid to reveal the reality of these
microaggressions and other forms
of racism still present in our society.
The Root expands on this point, “It
may be exaggerated for entertainment purposes, but Peele reveals
the routine racism that many of
us have to push to the backs of our
minds every day. It’s the same type
of racism that has President Donald
Trump believing that if you’re black,
you know and can set up meetings
with the Congressional Black Caucus because we’re all friends, right?
Wrong. That’s the real horror we’re
living in.”
Conclusively, “Get Out” has done
exceedingly well in the box office
and it’s no mystery why. Peele has
managed to combine cinematic
excellence with a realistic reflection
of our true society, creating a thriller
that will haunt every viewer.

Why I watch The Bachelor with no shame
BY MADISON LATTNER
STAFF WRITER
I like to consider myself a fairly
substantial person. I love to read,
try to travel as much as I can, watch
Netflix documentaries sometimes,
and so forth. I shun reality TV,
refuse to read any tabloids, and
have yet to watch one full episode
of “Keeping Up With the Kardashians.” When I’m unwinding with my
TV, I indulge in “Downton Abbey,”
Ina Garten’s “Barefoot Contessa,”
and stand-up comedy. This is,
until, it is a Monday night at eight.
At that time, you will find me
wine glass in hand, eyes glued to
beautiful people following their
scripts toward love. I participate
in Bachelor Fantasy Leagues,
drinking games, and attentively
follow each contestant’s Instagram accounts. I have not missed
an episode for the past six years,
and I am not planning on quitting
anytime soon. While I would probably not ask for a photo with any of
the Bachelor family should I see
them in public, nor buy any of the
products they endorse, I consider
myself a part of Bachelor Nation.
I am well aware of the faults
in this show. It is ridiculously

scripted, relies heavily on the
contestant’s alcohol consumption,
it is misogynist, racist, sexist, and
objectifying towards women. My
mother actually banned my sister
and me from watching the show
in our house because, “it makes
a mockery of love.” The casting
process and script removes any
bit of “reality” this reality show
might have (with the exception of
Sean Lowe and Catherine Giudici,
I love you guys). Yet, over 10 million viewers tune in each week to
observe one individual’s attempt at
love on national television. What
does this mean for our nation?
Are we so addicted to drunken
banter and expensive dates that
we overlook these obvious faults?
Are we just too dumb to recognize
the faults in the name of entertainment?
The Huffington Post offers
insight specific to what makes
Bachelor Nation intriguing to
Millennials, specifically, “Explicit
declarations of romantic interest
are rarely made during the early
stages of our relationships, when
we are more likely to be carefully
testing the romantic waters with
a co-worker or soccer teammate
or old college friend than we are

to be sharing childhood stories
across an exquisite dinner table
with some guy who we met at a
party. Perhaps most importantly,
we modern women no longer feel
pressured to choose between love,
career, and everything else we
want in life, as Ali’s narrative has
forced her to do. We’re entitled
Millennials — we want it all, and
we plan on getting it somehow!”
Besides the drama and romance,
something that really draws me
to the show is the aspect of escape. Regardless of the work and
stresses I face in my day to day life,
it is comforting to immerse myself
in the uber-romantic and whimsical world of the Bachelor. From the
helicopter dates to honeymoon
suites in the tropics, the Bachelor
illustrates a fantasy. Any traces of
reality are wiped out, thanks to the
scripts and producers of the show,
along with any connections to my
own life. Julia Wayne, Assistant
Editor of Wet Paint, elaborates
on this appeal: “The Bachelor is
fun to watch. You get to see these
beautiful people doing things you
definitely don’t do in your own life,
drama plays out in really nicely
filmed ways, and there are always
surprises. Even if you read spoilers

or think you know what’s going to
play out, watching it happen is exciting, and sometimes emotional
or cringe-inducing. The fantasy
elements of the dates — helicopters, ice castles, the potential that
someone will be dumped on a
glacier — is like watching a sci-fi
movie, but with really attractive
people. Plus, with all the silly
‘fairytale’ talk, it’s a great show for
girlfriend-party drinking games.
(Drink every time someone uses a
superlative!)”
A key point to understand while
watching any Bachelor show is
that it is fantasy. The many issues the show has, from the sexist
structure of it to the nature of the
relationships, is because it is based
on fiction rather than reality. It
is key for viewers to identify the
show as scripted and not natural
(one can only imagine the disasters modeling these romantic
practices in real life would ensue).
Yes, the Bachelor is both ridiculous and entirely void of reality.
However, if viewers watch it with
a grain of salt and sense of humor,
the Bachelor can be a great escape
from midterms and sad-looking
bank accounts into the world of
roses and pool parties.

I always enjoy watching the
Oscars with my family. I typically
don’t watch any of the nominated
movies. But, this year I watched
five of the movies that were nominated: “La La Land,” “Lion,” “Arrival,” “Moana,” and “Zootopia.”
All of the movies were enjoyable,
and I was especially excited that
“Lion” got nominated because a
lot of movies about India don’t
make it to the Oscars. The only
other movie was “Slum Dog
Millionaire,” which won Best
Picture back in 2009.
This year, the show was hosted
by Jimmy Kimmel. His jokes
and commentary were enjoyable while also taking shots
at President Donald Trump.
Kimmel also pulled a stunt by
bringing a number of tourists
into the Dolby Theater –this isn’t
the first time a host has done a
random act, as Ellen DeGeneres
and Chris Rock also brought
their own “stunts” to previous
Academy Awards.
Two of my favorite performances of the night were Justin
Timberlake’s opening number
, and Lin-Manuel Miranda and
Auli’i Cravalho’s rendition of
“How Far I’ll Go.” Justin Timberlake brought energy to the
Oscars by performing a highly
enjoyable, audience-engaging
performance of “Can’t Stop the
Feeling ” (this song was later
nominated for Best Original
Song). Many Hollywood stars
got up and danced along with
the former NSYNC member. And
the positive energy continued
when Miranda and Cravalho
performed Moana’s hit original
song. Cravalho, an Oahu-native,
received high praise for her performance
What made this year’s Academy Awards even more exciting
was the fact that Viola Davis,
Emma Stone, and Saint Mary’s
graduate Mahershala Ali all
won their first Oscars. Stone remained humble during her Best
Actress speech and mentioned
that she still had plenty of work
and growth. She also emphasized
how it was an honor to stand
among the ranks of her fellow
nominees. Davis talked in her
Best Supporting Actress speech
about how actors “are the only
profession to celebrate what it
means to live a life.”
Ali won the first award of the
night for Best Supporting Actor. He gave his thanks all of the
people who have supported him
through all of his hard work,
including his teachers and professors, the cast and crew of
“Moonlight.” Ali became the first
Muslim actor to win Best Supporting Actor in the Academy’s
89-year history.
This year’s Oscars had a lot of
diversity, beautiful speeches, and
exciting performances. Overall,
the 2017 Oscars was an enjoyable
evening, filled with enjoyable
performances, and memorable
moments.
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Oscars 2017: Which stars were this year’s worst and best dressed?
BY JOCELYN AREVALO
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
This year’s Academy Awards
saw celebrities taking on a multiple different styles.
Best Dressed Actresses:
Speaking about “La La Land,”
Emma Stone looked stunning
dressed in Givenchy Haute
Couture and Tiffany & Co. jewelry. Her ivory skin and red hair
complimented this gold shimmering dress. The intricate details on the fringe gets Emma
Stone on the Best Dressed list.
Another actress that made history was Viola Davis. She is the
first African American woman
that has won an Oscar, Tony,
and Emmy award. She made
her red-carpet debut in a bright
scarlet halter, off the shoulder
dress. She was wearing Armani;
this designer knew how to make
this gorgeous custom made
dress. Teraji P. Henson killed
it on the red carpet. She wore a
velvet, navy blue, off the shoulder, skin tight dress that fit her
like a gem. Her simple diamond
necklace was the perfect match
for that gown. Octavia Spencer looked radiant in her silver
Marchesa dress. The silk off the
shoulder with the feather skirt
went perfect together.
Best Dressed Actors:
John Legend looked snazzy in
his fitted tuxedo and oversized
bowtie. Loved this modern take
on the typical tuxedo look. Justin Timberlake wore Tom Ford
and looked good while doing
it. The man knows how to pick
an outfit. We cannot forget our
beloved Mahershala Ali showed
everyone how to pull off an all-

TARAJI P. HENSON was only one of the many striking figures to grace the 89th Academy Awards ceremony. (Courtesy of Pop Sugar)

black tuxedo. He posed perfectly for the pictures- it shows he
was truly born for the camera.
Worst Dressed Actresses:
Halle Berry showed up in
Atelier Versace Couture and
Forevermark Diamonds. In my
opinion the dress did not go
well with her hairstyle. If she
wanted to wear her hair this
way she should have picked
a simple dress and dressed it
up with jewelry. The dress she
chose has a lot going on with
the over the shoulder and the
mash up of metallic colors and
sparkles. Unfortunately, Halle
Berry ends up on the Worst

Dressed list. Another shocking
actress on this list was Scarlet Johansson. Her dress was
very flowy which wasn’t the
most flattering. In my opinion
the pattern of the dress wasn’t
pretty. The metallic belt addition to the chiffon, pinkish
material wasn’t pleasing. Another actress on this list was
Dakota Johnson. She wore a
metallic yellow tone dress from
Gucci. The silk, pleated high
neck top wasn’t pleasing. Not
to mention the bow that hung
from the middle of her stomach
down. Janelle Monáe came to
the red carpet with an interest-

ing gown. I think there was just
too much going on with it since
it had different patterns and a
full skirt. It was as fashion risk
that shouldn’t have been taken.
Jessica Biel showed up in a silver and gold metallic gown. The
colors changed depending on
the direction of the material.
I don’t think these two colors
should be mixed together. The
dress would have been gorgeous if it wasn’t for that color
clash.
Worst Dressed Actors:
Now for an actor that was a
bit disappointing as well was
Ryan Gosling. The ruffle white

shirt made him look as if he was
going to prom in the 80’s. Gosling’s beautiful face can pull
off a lot, but I think this year’s
look was a no. Pharell William’s
outfit was another disappointment. He wore a black suit with
the jacket being extra-long in
the back. He also wore layers of
black pearls.
It seemed that there was a
metallic theme at this year’s
Oscars. Some knew how to pull
it off better than others. However, it was a great red carpet to
watch. Hollywood really knows
how to shine bright and look
good while doing it.

Simple enchilada recipe perfect for college students on any day
BY CARSON KING
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
My grandma Eva was a stubborn old woman, but she knew
how to share her love through
her cooking. Born in Central
California in 1924, the second
oldest of nine children, she
lived during a time where, even
more so than today, poor Mexican families such as hers struggled to get by and find a place
within the communities they
inhabited. She never shared
any of her recipes with me, and
I think that’s because her negative experiences as the child of
immigrants made her ashamed
of her heritage. Today, with anti-Mexican and anti-immigrant
sentiment reinvigorated by our
new president, it is more important than ever to celebrate
where our families have come
from and the flavors that have
been passed down for generations.
To commemorate her passing, I attempted to recreate my
grandmother’s enchilada recipe. Despite having a very limited knowledge of cooking and
only ever hearing the slightest
details of how she prepared
them, I am proud to say that
this recipe replicates the taste
of her signature dish very well.
This recipe feeds eight, but
you can save leftovers for a few
more meals or cut the recipe in
half to make a smaller batch.

Cookware required:
1 large skillet
1 medium baking dish or pan
(8x8 inches is good)
1 large saucepan or pot
1 large baking dish or pan (at
least 8x12 and 4 inches deep)
Ingredients:
2 lbs of ground beef or turkey
1 packet of taco seasoning powder (my grandma used McCormick brand)
1 cup of water
25 medium corn tortillas (can
substitute 18 flour tortillas if
you are allergic to corn like me!)
½ cup vegetable oil
Two 28 oz. cans red enchilada
sauce (Mild)
1 pound of grated cheese (cheddar or monterey jack, I used
half and half )
Optional - all finely diced:
¼ cup of white onion
¼ cup of red bell pepper
2 cloves of garlic
1 jalapeño, seeds removed
Preheat the oven to 350 degrees F; you will use it throughout the process to keep the different ingredients warm.
Cook the meat (and the vegetables) in a large skillet until
browned throughout. Drain the
grease. Add water and taco seasoning. Bring to a boil and then
turn the heat down and let simmer for five minutes. Transfer
the cooked meat to a baking pan
and place in oven to keep warm.

Heat the enchilada sauce in
saucepan or pot until thoroughly hot.
While the sauce is warming,
clean the skillet and return it to
the stove. Pour just enough oil
into the pan to cover the bottom. Fry the tortillas in the oil
one at a time, for about 10 seconds on each side. Replenish
oil in the skillet as needed. Use
paper towels to remove excess
oil from the warmed tortillas.

Keep the fried tortillas warm in
tinfoil or a warm towel.
After all the tortillas have
been fried and the sauce is
warm, spoon a small amount
of sauce into a plate or shallow
pan that is large enough to hold
an entire tortilla.
Dip the tortilla so that both
sides have an even coating
of sauce. Fill with meat and
cheese. Roll up the enchilada
and place it into the large dish.

Repeat step six until the entire dish is full, refilling the dipping dish as necessary.
Pour the remaining sauce
over the enchiladas, and sprinkle the rest of the cheese on top.
Place the tray of enchiladas
in the oven for about 30 minutes, until the cheese is completely melted and the any exposed tortilla edges look crispy.
Enjoy plain or with salsa,
guacamole, or sour cream.

EVA’S ENCHILADAS is a simple recipe, that nay college student can attempt, however, the flavor tastes of home. (Courtesy of Archana’s Kitchen)
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OPINION
Oscars debacle puts “Moonlight” second to “La La Land”
BY KIANA LEI YAP
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
The 89th annual Academy
A wa r d s wa s t h e s c e n e o f a
shocking mishap that left the
cast of “La La Land” handing
their awards over to the cast of
“Moonlight” amidst frazzled
producers and shuffling casts.
Seconds later, it was discovered
to have been the mistake of the
accounting firm PricewaterhouseCooper’s (PwC) partner
Brian Cullinan who had accidentally handed Warren Beatty
the envelope for Best Actress.
Viewers were left in a bewildered state as to how this could
have happened in the first place.
What does this mean for the
Academy? Do these chaotic circumstances influence “Moonlight’s” win –the first movie to
win Best Picture that explores
queer sexuality and displays
of masculinity and has an allblack cast? Can the “Moonlight”
cast genuinely enjoy their win
with this cloud of awkwardness
and disappointment for “La La
Land” shadowing them?
Had it not been the Best Picture award, there may not have
been as much controversy. Had
the PwC accounts caught their
mistake beforehand and had
this whole situation been avoided, then Barry Jenkins would’ve
been given his full time to give
his accpetance speech.
“Moonlight’s” win amidst
chaotic moments disrespects

EMMA STONE congratulates Mahershala Ali for winning Best Picture for “Moonlight” after envelope drama. (Courtesy of Deseret News)

a movie that uniquely displays
the struggles of a black man
discovering and expressing his
sexuality. This movie is a standout film considering the fact
that it depicts black individuals
neither under the oppression
of white Americans nor in a
movie about violent gang life.
“Moonlight” addresses prevalent issues of queer/gay sexuality in childhood, adolescence,
and adulthood that are often
ignored, especially amongst
minority communities.
For “Moonlight” to be honored under those circumstanc-

es, it was a dishonor to the
movie in the way that for Best
Picture award-winners, the
spotlight has solely been on the
movie that won the award. It’s
saddening that this movie received its award without being
able to experience the fullness
of the spotlight and the world’s
attention being only on its own
cast and crew.
Although it is not the Academy’s fault that this happened,
it is a shame that the timing and
the movie that this happened to
was “Moonlight”. It gives a feeling reminiscent to that of the

DAPL protestors mock movement
BY NATHANIEL SCHULTZ
OPINION COLUMNIST
Social Justice Warriors wonder
why no one takes them seriously
when they pull their nonsensical stunts. It makes me laugh so
much. They complain about the
“injustices” done to x, y, z-thing
or -person and often times they
end up participating in that same
“injustice.”
Let’s look at one of their latest
failed causes. Recently, the Dakota
Access Pipeline was given the okay
to continue easement of the last
portion of the pipeline under Lake
Oahe. In order to continue the easement and protect the protesters
and environment from the flooding
that happens in the area, the protesters were given a deadline of Feb.
22 to leave the Oceti Sakowin camp.
Some left voluntarily and others
wanted to get arrested. However, at
the end of the day, it was discovered
that the same people who were
there because they believed that
they were protesting against the
pollution of the environment, were
actually the ones leaving behind
trash. This has caused much concern among local officials.
All of this trash left behind is now
in real danger of flowing directly
into Lake Oahe, which is ironic
because the whole complaint was
that there was going to be contamination of Lake Oahe. Standing
Rock officials and Army Corp of
Engineers are having to work as
fast as possible in order for this not
to happen— since the unseasonably
warm weather in North Dakota is

causing the annual snowmelt to
come faster than normal. If the
snow was to melt it would carry
much, if not all, of the trash and
debris into Lake Oahe.
In case it was not clear, this
would be very counterproductive to
what the protests were for. It seems
as though the protesters will be the
first people to pollute the water, unless government officials can clean
up their mess in time.
The officials estimate that there
is enough trash to fill 2,500 pickup
trucks. In this trash there is just the
plain old trash, human waste, and
even cars. As cars have oil in them,
it looks like the protesters might be
the first ones to contaminate Lake
Oahe with oil, and not the big bad
oil companies.
If that’s not bad enough, Furry
Friends Rockin Rescue, an animal
rescue organization, has had to
rescue two dogs and six puppies left
behind by the protesters. The Rescue is still searching for more animals left behind by the protesters.

On the day of the evacuations,
some protesters set fire to their
campsites and to the wooden structures they had erected, which
doesn’t seem to help the environment at all, but hey what do I know?
A seven year old boy and seventeen
year old girl were burned due to the
fires as well.
Though some wise old soul once
told me that complaining about
property damage is not going to
solve anything. However, these
protesters have done much more
than simply damaging property,
they’ve harmed others and the
environment.
If protesters would like more
support for their various causes, it
might be good if they don’t undermine the point of their protest so
blatantly.
Nathaniel Schultz is one of five
columnists featured in the Opinion
Section. Two of his favorite songs
are “Hips Don’t Lie” by Shakira and
“Whine and Kotch” by Charly Black
& J Capri.

BUILDING set on fire by DAPL protestors who then fled camp. (Courtesy of Russia Today)

#OscarsSoWhite diversity issue
that happened last year; however, in this case, this all-black
cast had to endure being second
to the surrounding chaos.
The historically unprecedented win for this exceptional
all-black cast was ultimately
marred by the incident. It took
away from the pureness of their
joy in celebrating their achievements.
Social media and news outlets
spent far too much time lingering on “La La Land’s” heartbreaking loss and not nearly
enough time praising the gran-

deur of “Moonlight”. Enough
with framing “Moonlight’s” Best
Picture win in the context of “La
La Land’s” loss.
The people who were truly
robbed of enjoying their win in
the proper sense of how these
category winners generally do,
sans the awkward shuffling, anger, and confusion, was “Moonlight’s” cast.
Instead, they shared it with
every other person trying to
figure out what in the world
had just happened 30 seconds
prior to them stepping onto the
stage. They shared it with the
Academy producers and the
irresponsible accountants haphazardly shuffling about. They
shared it with awkward gestures
and excessive apologies, across
the board.
Sure, they all received their
awards, Barry Jenkins made his
short speech, Jimmy Kimmel
concluded the evening with a
Steve Harvey joke, and everyone
went on their way to whichever
Oscar party.
But every headline, news
article, tweet, and mere conversational mentioning of “Moonlight’s” Best Picture win will
always be led by or followed
with “La La Land’s” loss. They
will never be able to stand alone
and revel in their win under
the more prominent shadow of
the circumstances in which it
happened. They will always be
second to “La La Land.”
Thanks, Brian Cullinan.
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SPORTS
Women’s basketball edges Santa Clara in first round
BY DEAN BOERNER
SPORTS EDITOR
Saint Mary’s didn’t make things
easy on themselves last Thursday
night, but late baskets, clutch free
throws, and a little bit of luck all
combined to ensure the Gaels a
narrow 60-57 win over Santa Clara
and a spot in Monday’s semifinals
against the second-seeded Cougars
of BYU.
After coming up with a steal with
just 30 seconds to play and the Gaels
leading 58-57, senior guard Devyn
Galland, the WCC’s best free-throw
shooter, coolly knocked down two
free throws to put the Gaels up
three.
On the ensuing possession for
Santa Clara, the Broncos squandered three scoring opportunities
before the clock finally hit zero.
Lori Parkinson recovered her own
missed layup attempt and funneled
the ball out to a spotted-up Taylor
Berry in the corner. When Berry
missed her three, Marie Bertholdt
grabbed another offensive rebound
for the Broncos, and the ball eventually found the sharpshooter Emily
Wolph, whose three barely fell short
and was secured by Sydney Raggio
as time expired.
“I feel pretty confident in our
defense at the end of games,” said
Head Coach Paul Thomas, who
notched career win number 450 in
the Thursday win. “I will say I did
get nervous when Wolph got the
ball there and her shot looked like it
was going in. The shot looked good
to me,” he added.
Coming out of the locker room
down 32-23 after a sluggish first
half, Saint Mary’s needed to begin
the second with a burst, and that’s
exactly what they did.

MEN’S BASKETBALL

SHANNON MAULDIN drives to the basket against Santa Clara in the first round of the WCC Tournament. (Courtesy of SMC Gaels)

Stella Beck ignited a 9-0 run to
start the half with a layup just 18
seconds into the third quarter. After
being fouled while shooting a three,
Devon Brookshire capped the run
by pouring in all three free-throws.
From that point on, neither team
extended their lead by over four
points. In total, 15 lead changes
and nine ties occurred on Thursday
night, as neither team could gain
much separation for long.

Saint Mary’s

60

Santa Clara

57

Saint Mary’s and Santa Clara

traded buckets for the entirety of
the fourth quarter, with the timely
scoring of sophomore Sydney Raggio playing a key role in the Gaels’
win. At the 4:26 mark, Raggio put
Saint Mary’s up 54-52 with a reverse
layup off the interior pass of Megan
McKay. With under three minutes
to play, Raggio received an inbounds
pass and floated one off the glass to
give Saint Mary’s a 56-55 advantage.
Finally, at the 1:50 mark, Raggio
gathered an offensive rebound and
finished a layup to put Saint Mary’s
up 58-57 and give them what turned
out to be their final field goal of the
night.
“Coach always tell us we don’t
need hero plays,” Raggio said. “We
play as a team, and do what we do. I
was open in the end and my team-

mates just kept finding me with
the ball.”
Raggio finished with game-highs
in both points and rebounds, while
Devyn Galland and Megan McKay
contributed with double-digit scoring efforts at 11 points and 10 points,
respectively.
For the Broncos, guard Emily
Wolph led the way in scoring with
16 points, while senior Marie Bertholdt added 12 points.
The Gaels had to overcome 22
turnovers, but Santa Clara also
had trouble taking care of the ball,
turning it over 20 times themselves.
As usual, Saint Mary’s found a
strong advantage in the rebounding department, outrebounding the
Broncos 37-25 on their way to the
first-round victory.

Baseball downs UCSB before winning series over GCU
BY DEAN BOERNER
SPORTS EDITOR
Saint Mary’s did a little bit of
everything in a four-game week, as
they used stellar pitching to down
a nationally-ranked UCSB club on
Tuesday before using an explosive
offense to win a series against
Grand Canyon University, moving
to 7-2 by week’s end.
On their jaunt down to Santa
Barbara, the Gaels benefitted from
some early offense and a gem of
a start from sophomore lefty Ty
Madrigal to take down No. 23
UCSB 4-1.
Jackson Thoreson got things
started for the Gaels in a scoreless
game with a leadoff double in the
second inning. He would eventually come home on a single by Eddie Haus that gave Saint Mary’s a
1-0 lead. Following Haus, freshman
Joe Vranesh knocked in another

Saint Mary’s

4

UCSB

1

run for the Gaels with a hit of his
own, putting the Gaels up by two.
With the score still 2-0 in the
fifth inning, Joey Fiske scored
from third on an error to put Saint
Mary’s up three. Later in the inning, junior Zach Kirtley drove
home Rasso to give Saint Mary’s a

Sports
this week

four-run cushion.
Meanwhile defensively, Madrigal was carving through the Gauchos lineup. After escaping a rough
first inning in which he loaded the
bases, Madrigal went on to retire
eight straight Gauchos. He ended
up throwing seven strong innings
in which he allowed just two hits
and two walks against a 2016 College World Series participant in
UCSB.
Freshman lefty Ken Waldichuk
served as coach Eric Valenzuela’s
bridge to the end of the game,
throwing two good innings—the
only blemish being a ninth-inning
solo shot to UCSB junior Austin
Bush.
Joe Vranesh continued the
strong start to his freshman campaign, fueling the Gaels offensively
by going three for four before the
Gaels traveled back to Moraga to
prepare for their weekend series
against Grand Canyon University.
In the Friday opener against the
Lopes, an offensive explosion by
both clubs resulted in a 12-11 Saint
Mary’s win when all the dust had
finally settled at Louis Guisto Field.
The Lopes opened up two separate leads that Saint Mary’s eventually had to come back from. In the
first inning, All-WAC performer
Garrison Schwartz awoke from a
two for 23 slumber by launching
a two-run homerun to put Saint
Mary’s behind 2-0. He ended up
three for four with four runs scored
and three driven in.

Nevertheless, Saint Mary’s responded in the bottom of the first.
The Gaels tagged five runs on the
Lopes’ starter in the first inning
in a string of hits centered around
a two-run double by Haus that
scored Thoreson and Vranesh.
In the fifth inning with the score
5-3, Grand Canyon regained the
lead. Cuba Bess singled home a
run to put GCU within one, ending Gaels starter Cameron Neff’s
day. Waldichuk came in to relieve
Neff, but gave up an RBI single by
freshman Quin Cotton to tie the
game and a sacrifice fly by Zach
Malis that put the Lopes ahead
once again.
Saint Mary’s didn’t wait around
to respond, though. After Brett
Rasso walked and Zach Kirtley
reached base, Thoreson homered
to right, driving in three runs and
putting Saint Mary’s up for good.
By game’s end, Thoreson went
two for four and drove in four runs
total.
While more runs were scored
by both sides, the Gaels carried a
12-11 to the ninth inning, where
freshman Kevin Milam closed the
game for Saint Mary’s, recording
his third save of the year.
On a sporadically rainy Saturday
afternoon, Saint Mary’s triumphed
once again, defeating GCU 8-6
behind another gaudy doubledigit hit total and a game-changing
swing of the bat by Eddie Haus.
Milam, after notching a save late
Friday afternoon, got Saint Mary’s

started in the second with an RBI
double.
GCU would respond with a
huge five-run third inning led by
a two-run double from the junior
Ian Evans.
The Gaels would score twice in
the fourth, with one run coming
on solo shot by Milam, but they
waited until the seventh to overtake the Lopes. With the bases
loaded and one out, Haus shot a
fastball over the left-field wall to
give Saint Mary’s the lead for good.
Once again, Milam shut the door
on the Lopes, recording a five-out
save to guarantee the Gaels a series
victory.
In the series finale on Sunday, a
pitcher’s duel unfolded between
Grand Canyon’s Jake Wong and
Jake Valdez of Saint Mary’s, with
Grand Canyon outlasting the Gaels
6-4 on a rainy Sunday afternoon.
For six innings, Saint Mary’s
struggled to string many hits together against the sophomore
Wong. Clutch two-out singles by
Milam in the second inning and
Kirtley in the sixth inning had
Saint Mary’s positioned nicely in
a 3-3 game. But after Valdez’s exit,
the Lopes were able to score thrice
in three innings with two of the
runs coming on a seventh-inning
single by Garrison Schwartz.
With a 3-1 week under the belt,
the Gaels host UNLV on Monday
and Nevada on Tuesday before
traveling to Tennessee to play
Vanderbilt in their home ballpark.

Mon. @ WCC Semifinals
Tue. @ WCC Championship
The Gaels rolled to an 81-58
victory over the pilots, so now they
play BYU to earn one last shot
at 30-1 Gonzaga before the start
of the NCAA Tournament. Saint
Mary’s won both regular season
meetings with BYU by double-digit
margins.
WOMEN’S BASKETBALL

Mon. @ WCC Semifinals
Tue. @ WCC Championship
After a very tight 60-57 win over
Santa Clara Thursday night, the
Gaels square off against BYU
on Monday, where the winner
advances to the championship
game the following day. Saint
Mary’s went 1-1 against BYU in
two close regular season contests.
BASEBALL
Mon. vs UNLV, 2:00 p.m.
Tue. vs Nevada, 2:00 p.m.
Fri.-Sun. @ Vanderbilt
After an impressive weak
featuring a win over No. 23 UCSB
and a series win over GCU, the
Gaels host two Nevada teams
before traveling to nationallyranked Vanderbilt.
SOFTBALL
Fri.-Sun. @ Utah Valley Nevada
Classic
WOMEN’S TENNIS
Sun. vs UC Davis, 12:00 p.m.
MEN’S TENNIS
Fri. @ Sacramento Invitational
Sat. @ Sacramento Invitational
BEACH VOLLEYBALL
Sat. @ Stanford, 11:00 a.m. & vs
Utah, 1:00 p.m.
TRACK
Sat. @ Wildcat Invitational &
Aggie Invitational
WOMEN’S LACROSSE
Fri. @ Central Connecticut St.,
1:00 p.m.
Sun. @ Manhattan College
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SPORTS
Men’s basketball uses strong second half to down Portland
BY KIMBERLY PASCHAL
SPORTS EDITOR
The Saint Mary’s men’s basketball team tipped off the WCC
Tournament with a quarterfinal
match against the Portland
Pilots. In what started off to be
a bit of a rocky game, the Gaels
used a second half surge to defeat the Pilots 81-58.
Portland started off strong
with as much as an 8-2 lead, but
the Gaels quickly battled to take
a 12-10 lead. From that point on,
the Gaels led for the rest of the
game. The Gaels took a 25-10
lead and it looked like they were
going to silence the Pilots much
like they did during conference
play, but the Pilots weren’t going
to go out without putting up a
fight. In the last 1:53 of the first
half, the Pilots went on a 6-0 run
to cut the Gaels lead to five with
the score 32-27.
In the second half, the Gaels
took a 41-29 after Calvin Hermanson knocked down his third
three of the game. The Pilots
continued to claw their way back
into the game after a couple of
missed opportunities by the
Gaels. With 10:35 left, Portlandcut the Gaels lead to six points
with a score of 43-49, but the
Gaels quickly shut down any

JOCK LANDALE throws down two of his 19 points in the second half of the Gaels’ quarterfinal victory over the Pilots. (Courtesy of SMC Gaels)

hope for the Pilots to make an
upset. Another three-pointer by
Hermanson, with an assist from
Emmett Naar, gave the Gaels a
52-43 lead. Tanner Krebs proved
his range with three back-toback threes to extend the Gaels

lead to 67-51. The Gaels continued dominating the Pilots
defensively and offensively
and punched their ticket to the
semifinals with an 81-58 victory.
Hermanson led the Gaels with
21 points who was 8-for-15 field

goals and 5-for-10 from beyond
the arc. Jock Landale earned
his 14th double-double of the
season with 19 points and 12
rebounds. Emmett Naar tied a
career-high of 11 assists. The
Gaels shot 57 percent from the

field and recorded 29 bench
points.
The Gaels will face the BYU
Cougars in the semifinals
Monday, March 5 in their next
matchup of the WCC tournament.

Softball finishes week 3-1
BY DEAN BOERNER
SPORTS EDITOR
After a bumpy start to their 2017
season, Saint Mary’s softball found
a groove this past weekend at the
ShareSLO Mustang Classic in San
Luis Obispo, winning the three of
four in their weekend tournament.
In game one of their Friday
doubleheader, the Gaels finished
their contest with fireworks when
sophomore Abbey Mariani singled
into left field to give Saint Mary’s
a 5-4 walk-off victory over Middle
Tennessee State.
Saint Mary’s had jumped out to
an early lead in the third inning.
With Nadia Young and Nikki Alexander both in scoring position,
sophomore Dylan Linton tripled
both of them home as part of a
three-run third inning.
The Gaels opened up a 4-1 lead
in the following inning when rightfielder Cara DiMercurio homered
for the second time this season.
But Middle Tennessee worked
on Saint Mary’s lead in the next
two innings, eventually making it a
tie game heading into the seventh
and final inning.
In the seventh, Alexander and
Linton, who both reached on
singles, advanced bases on a long
flyout from Hailey Sparacino.
Bailey Lotz was then intentionally
walked into the open base, setting
the stage for Abbey Mariani.
The Gaels completed a doubleheader sweep later in the day when
they defeated Sacred Heart 2-1
behind a beautiful pitching performance by junior right-hander
Katlyn Whitt.
Whitt allowed just an unearned
run in the second inning before
Alexander drove in the only two
runs Saint Mary’s needed in the
fifth inning.
The Gaels turned around quick-

ly the next day, when they faced
Sacred Heart again, this time
in game one of their Saturday
doubleheader. Saint Mary’s triumphed over Sacred Heart once
more, winning 5-3 after falling
behind in the fifth inning.
Saint Mary’s got started early,
though. Sparacino used her first
homerun of the season to drive
in Linton from first, giving Saint
Mary’s a quick 2-0 lead.
Down 3-2 to Sacred Heart in
the fifth, the Gaels battled back.
Alexander tripled home two runs
to give Saint Mary’s a 4-3 lead.
Sparacino added an insurance
run for Saint Mary’s in the seventh
when she forced in a run by drawing a bases-loaded walk, but Saint
Mary’s wouldn’t even need it, as
Katie Moss finished her outing
with a scoreless bottom half of
the seventh.
In their rematch against Middle
Tennessee State on Saturday, the
Gaels couldn’t muster any offense
against Middle Tennessee’s starter
Cori Jennings, falling 8-0 in their
lone loss of the weekend.
Middle Tennessee scored early
and often Saturday afternoon
in what turned out to be a rainshortened affair. They put up
runs in every inning but the third,
scoring eight times on eleven hits.
Saint Mary’s recorded just two
hits to go along with two walks in
Jennings’ six-inning, six-strikeout
masterpiece.
After rain shortened the Saturday afternoon game, it erased any
possibility for play to occur on
Sunday, so the Gaels finished the
weekend 3-1.
Now at 9-9 overall, Saint Mary’s
will travel to Reno, Nevada, as a
participant in the Nevada Classic.
In Reno, they will take on Utah
Valley and Nevada this coming
weekend.

